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Active Disturbance Rejection Control of a MEMS Gyroscope

Brian Fast*, Robert Miklosovic†, Aaron Radke‡ 
 

Abstract— A novel method is proposed for controlling the 

position of a vibrating proof mass in a z-axis MEMS gyroscope 

while simultaneously approximating its rotation rate in a third 

dimension independent of cross coupling terms.  Designing the 

controller to require minimal model information and reject a 

broad range of disturbances, including the cross coupling 

terms, dramatically reduces controller complexity over a 

broader range of applications.  A multi sensor solution is also 

presented for approximating the rotation rate.  The proposed 

method is demonstrated in a simulation of a z-Axis MEMS 

gyroscope developed by the University of California-Berkeley. 

Keywords— MEMS Gyroscope, rotation rate sensing, active 

disturbance rejection control, extended state observer. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Sensing the rotation rate around a specific axis in a 
micro-electrical-mechanical system (MEMS) sized device 
adds significant value because a system’s inertial 
information can be used for improving stability, image 
stabilization, and directional navigation [1].  In general, 
MEMS applications are valuable due to their size.  As 
mobile and autonomous devices continue to incorporate 
more intelligence to interact with the world, the gyroscope is 
quickly becoming a key sensor [1-9]. 

Approximating the rotation rate within a MEMS 
gyroscope is nontrivial.  The sensing is based on oscillating a 
proof mass at a resonant frequency along the drive axis while 
holding the sense axis stationary.  When a rotation rate is 
applied to the z-axis, Coriolis acceleration is imposed 
orthogonal to the oscillation of the proof mass [5].  An 
approximation of the rotation rate is obtained from the 
control effort required to force the mass to remain stationary. 

The accuracy of rate sensing is typically dependent on 
control system performance.  Specifically, variations in cross 
coupling terms due to fabrication imperfections on a 
microscopic level and environmental variations make 
controlling position of the proof mass difficult due to its 
nonlinear time-varying nature.  Most solutions assume zero 
cross coupled damping forces, but allow a frequency 
mismatch [2-4] while other methods try to control only one 
axis.  Some techniques attempt to improve rotation rate 
approximation by adaptively identifying cross coupling term 
coefficients but with suboptimal performance [5-9]. 

This paper proposes an active disturbance rejection 
control (ADRC) solution [10-12] that compensates for 
unknown cross coupling terms while controlling the position 
of the vibrating proof mass in two dimensions.  The drive 

axis is forced to track a sinusoidal input while the sense axis 
is kept stationary.  A method is also presented for measuring 
the rotation rate using part of the sense axis control signal.  
The solution requires two sensors for continuously 
approximating the rotation rate, however, the additional 
hardware complexity is offset by simplifying calibration thus 
design complexity.  Variations within any given operating 
environment typically have a significant impact on sensor 
performance and frequent calibration is often required.  
Identifying individual parameters of a system is challenging 
even under lab conditions.  As a result, a simplified 
calibration method is used to identify system dynamics with 
a single measurement over a finite period of time.  The 
calibrated signal is used to extract rotation rate dependent 
dynamics.  The robustness of this method is based on the 
ability to quickly and simply recalibrate the system in the 
operational environment.  The calibration is performed when 
the sensor is intentionally held or is known to be stationary, 
for a short period of time, and a new calibration signal is 
obtained. 

This unified approach reduces the design process and 
increases robustness.  The paper is organized as follows.  In 
Section II, a new control method is proposed.  Section III 
presents a unique method of estimating the rotation rate.  
Simulation results are given in Section IV.  Section V 
provides concluding remarks. 

II. DISTURBANCE REJECTION CONTROL METHOD 

The mechanical model of a z-axis MEMS gyroscope is a 
mass-spring-damper system as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Mechanical model of a z-axis MEMS gyroscope 

Equations governing the z-axis [1-9] are given as 
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where x and y are the drive and sense axis position, 
respectively, ωn and ωy are dependent on each axes natural 
frequency, ud(t) and us(t) are the drive and sense axis control 
inputs, m is the mass of the vibrating element or proof mass, 
and the gain k includes sensor, actuator, and amplifier gains.  
Coriolis acceleration is defined by x&Ω2 and y&Ω2 , where 

Ω is an unknown time-varying rotation rate.  The compliant 
coupling between the two axes is represented by ωxyy and 
ωxyx. 

To demonstrate how ADRC is applied to control position 
of the proof mass, an example is given for the drive axis with 
the understanding that the sense axis uses a similar 
controller.  First, (1) is rewritten as 

 )(),,,,( tu
m

k
wyyxxfx dd += &&&&  (3) 

where ),,,,( wyyxxfd
&& , denoted as fd, incorporates internal 

dynamics as well as any external disturbance w.  A state 
space model is constructed 
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where T

d

T
fxx ],,[],,[ 321

&== φφφφ  includes an extended state 

to estimate fd.  An observer is then created to estimate the 
states. 

 )ˆ(ˆˆ φφφ CxLBuA −++=
&  (5) 

The observer’s characteristic equation is set equal to a 

desired polynomial 3)()( oo sLCAsIs ωλ +=+−=  and the 

observer gain L is determined as a function of a single 
parameter. 
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A disturbance rejection control law 

 kmuud /)ˆ( 30 φ−=  (7) 

is applied in (3) to cancel fd and reduce the plant to a double 
integrator at low frequencies. 

 
003 )ˆ( uufx d ≈+−= φ&&  (8) 

Note that m/k is the inverse of the system’s high frequency 
gain and is typically determined empirically.  A tracking 
control law with reference r is applied.  It consists of a PD 
controller with acceleration feed forward. 

 rrkrku dp
&&& +−+−= )ˆ()ˆ( 210 φφ  (9) 

With the assumption that 
0ux ≈&& , the characteristic equation 

of the closed loop system is set equal to a desired polynomial  

22 )()()( cpdc skskss ωλ +=++=  and the controller gains 

are determined as a function of a single parameter. 
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III. ROTATION RATE ESTIMATION 

Once the sense axis position is accurately controlled, the 
rotation rate can be estimated.  This section exploits the 
unique formulation of ADRC to extract the rotation rate from 
the disturbance estimation in the sense axis control law. 

A. Formulation 

Extracting rotation rate from the control law is based on a 
stored calibration that is obtained when the device is initially 
at rest.  Then when the device is operational, rotation rate is 
approximated by subtracting the calibrated signal from the 
sense axis control signal and scaling it. 

Rotation rate is extracted from the estimation of fs by 
representing the sense axis disturbance rejection control law 
similar to that of the drive axis in (7) 

 kmfuu ss /)ˆ( 0 −=   (11) 

where 

 xxyyf xyyyys
&& Ω−−−−= 22 2 ωωωζ . (12) 

The separation first requires an initial run to calibrate the 
sense control signal while the MEMS gyroscope remains 
stationary. 

 kmfuu calscals /)ˆ( _0_ −=  (13) 

Since the calibrated control signal produces dynamic 
information not associated with the rotation rate when it is 
stationary 

 xyyf xyyyycals ωωωζ −−−= 2

_ 2 & , (14) 

the calibrated control signal is subtracted from the sense 
control signal yields 

 
k
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As a result, rotation rate is estimated by 
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Clearly if x&  is equal to zero then (16) will be undefined.  

However the control objective causes x& to be a known 
sinusoid at the resonant frequency of the system.  With this 
knowledge the calibrated signal is constructed to avoid this 
condition by collecting data slightly before and after this 
discontinuity. 

The accuracy of this rate approximation is independent of 
an accurate model, specifically the cross coupling terms.  
Explicit knowledge of the system states and coefficients in 
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(12) and (14) is unnecessary because they are accounted for 
in the estimate of fs. 

B. Calibration Issues 

In this scheme, approximating the rotation rate from a 
single sensor creates discontinuities due to a finite set of 
calibrated data.  By combining the results from two 
gyroscopes, and staggering the calibration reset, a continuous 
approximation of the rotation rate is generated.  A theoretical 
example of the two sensor scheme is shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Staggering of Rate Approximation Using 2 MEMS Gyroscopes 

The two sensor scheme generates good results when the 
rate approximation from one sensor quickly converges to the 
desired rotation rate.  For this example, the convergence is 
shown in Figure 3, and takes place in approximately 100µs.   
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Figure 3: Rate Approximation with a Non Zero Initial Condition 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The proposed solutions are simulated on a model of the 
z-axis MEMS gyroscope developed by the University of 
California Berkeley [6].  The plant parameters used in the 
simulation are as follows: 
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For the drive and sense axes, the power spectrum density 
(PSD) of the input noise is 5.095×10-24, and the output noise 
PSD is 1.49×10-27.  The control signals saturation is 100mV, 
and the controller parameters are 

 810856.4/,2500000,500000 ×=== mkoc ωω

. 

The controller gains ωc and ωo are chosen by monitoring the 
output of the system compared to the reference while 
maintaining a minimum 6dB of gain margin and 30˚ of phase 
margin.  The high frequency gain k/m is chosen by 
examining the frequency response of the system.  It is equal 
to the low frequency gain multiplied by the squared angular 
velocity at the peak of the resonance.   

The approximated rotation rate of a fast time varying 
signal, passed through a low pass filter, is shown in Figure 4.  
For this example, the actual rotation rate is equal to a 
sinusoid with amplitude of 0.1 at a frequency of 100 Hz.  
The error between the approximated and the actual rotation 
rate is also shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 4: Filtered Approximated Rotation Rate with Noise 
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Figure 5: Approximated Rotation Rate Error with Noise 

The peak error, for this example, is about two percent.  Most 
of the error is contributed to the phase delay of the low pass 
filter.  The ability to approximate a less structured signal, 
demonstrates the robustness of the solution, and these results 
are shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Filtered and Real Rotation Rate 

The remaining figures provide information concerning 
the state of the system.  Figure 7 shows the position of the 
drive axis driven to 50µm at a resonant frequency of 
12,740Hz and Figure 8 is a magnified view of the drive axis 
position. 
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Figure 7: Actual Drive Position Controlled 
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Figure 8: Actual Drive Position Controlled Magnified 

Figure 9 shows the position of the sense axis, while the 
system is being controlled, and the desired position is equal 
to zero.   
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Figure 9: Actual Sense Position Controlled 

Figure 10 shows the open loop frequency response, for a 
measure of robustness, where the gain margin is 10.9dB and 
the phase margin is 31.7˚.  The systems resonance is not 
removed to minimize the control effort when the system is 
driven at its resonant frequency.       
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Figure 10: Open Loop Frequency Response 
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Simulation results suggest that active disturbance 
rejection control can be applied in a straightforward manor to 
accurately control the position of a vibrating proof mass.  
The unique control law removes the need for accurate model 
information.  Furthermore, a method for approximating the 
time varying rotation rate is also extracted from it.   The 
solution appears to be robust with respect to environmental 
variations. 
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